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DUGGLEBY: Good afternoon. On this Money Box Live, we’re talking about heating 

costs. All the main suppliers have raised prices in recent weeks, just when winter 

consumption is at its highest level, so you may get a shock when the next gas and 

electricity bills arrive. We’re constantly being urged to save money by ensuring our 

homes are energy efficient as possible, and to this end the Green Deal is now up and 

running. It enables you to borrow money to install things like cavity wall insulation, 

draught-proofing and double glazing, which is then repaid through the savings you 

make. In practice it’s rather more complicated. First of all, you have to get an 

assessment, which costs about £100; then choose a provider; then sign a contract for 

the work; and once it’s finished, you pay off the cost by instalments added to your 

fuel bill. It’s important to stress it’s a commercial operation not guaranteed by the 

Government, although there is a code of practice and an ombudsman to deal with 

complaints. Early days yet, but it’ll be interesting to hear from anyone who’s already 

signed up and, believe you me, quite a lot of you have already contacted us about it. 

The other obvious way of saving money is to switch to a different energy company, 

but how do you know whether it’s really cheaper in the long-run? If you use one of 

the online or telephone switching services, then they have hundreds of tariffs 

available which they can analyse for you, but that could change as the Government 

wants the companies to offer just four core tariffs and put the customers on the 

cheapest one. The regulator Ofgem is in the middle of a review to see how this will 

work in practice. Plenty to talk about. As always, the questions are down to you - 

03700 100 444 is the number to call. With me in the studio: Andy Deacon, Director of 
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Delivery at the Energy Saving Trust; Ann Robinson, Director of Consumer Policy at 

uSwitch; and Joe Malinowski who runs the website TheEnergyShop.com. First caller, 

Patricia. You’re in Kent. 

PATRICIA: Yes indeed. 

DUGGLEBY: Your question. 

PATRICIA: My question is living in a very old house, which is energy consuming - 

hugely. Would it be an advisable thing for my husband and I to do the Green Deal? 

DUGGLEBY: Well it sounds to me as though you’ve just read the words Green Deal 

and you’re assuming that it could save you money. Is that right? 

PATRICIA: Well I’ve heard the words Green Deal because I did telephone about 

having loft insulation quite recently, and they said that this now no longer pertains but 

there was a Green Deal and that somebody would get in touch with me and tell me all 

the stuff about it.   

DUGGLEBY: Okay, well let the panel take over here. Ann? 

PATRICIA: Thank you. 

ROBINSON: I think it’s worth you finding out what Green Deal can do for you. If 

it’s an old house … 

PATRICIA: Yes it is. 

ROBINSON: … you probably have solid walls and there is special help for older 

houses or what we call hard to treat houses.  

PATRICA: Really? 
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ROBINSON: But the very first stage that you need to go through is actually have 

your home properly assessed. And some people are providing that for free, some 

people are charging, but I would advise doing an assessment. Then you know exactly 

what you’re facing and you can think about then getting a Green Deal provider who 

will do the work for you at the right kind of quality, so you needn’t worry about it, 

and then pay for it out of your electricity bill. 

DUGGLEBY: We’ve had several people asking about different types of houses - one 

for example about a timber framed house in the 1970s. It isn’t possible to generalise 

about this, Andy, I take it, as to what might or might not be saved? 

DEACON: Exactly. The part of the assessment for Green Deal looks not just at the 

characteristics of the property but how people use the building as well and, you’re 

right, there can be some very distinct characteristics - some cavities between outer 

skins of walls that you think you might be able to fill, but a more detailed assessment 

would show that that might not be possible. And there is additional help in those sorts 

of circumstances to treat those more difficult buildings, as Ann says. 

DUGGLEBY: There is also help though for the elderly - specific help, isn’t there, 

you know in terms of advice? 

ROBINSON: Well yes, there is. One of the great things about Green Deal is - I’m 

going to get technical now - there’s something called an Energy Companies 

Obligation and that’s a £1.3 billion fund. And that is to help people like you who’ve 

got homes that are hard to treat, but also about 500 million of that is for people who 

actually do need extra help to have the work done because they’ve got a low income. 

And also it’s for some community schemes, so local authorities can get involved, and 

that’s great. 

DUGGLEBY: Okay, well initially we’re going to concentrate on the Green Deal and 

take Melody now. You’re concerned about a boiler, Melody? 

MELODY: Hello, yes. My boiler packed up before Christmas and it’s very cold in 
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my house, but I have a freestanding oil filled electric radiator and so I tend to just you 

know lock myself in the kitchen, but the house is getting damp. I made inquiries about 

another boiler and I looked into the Green Deal, but I can’t put all the facts on the 

table because, as you’ve just said, I have to have the assessment done before I can 

actually see the deal, so to speak. 

DUGGLEBY: It sounds to me as though you actually need this boiler as a matter of 

priority. I’m a bit concerned … 

MELODY: I do, but I’m very reluctant. I don’t have children in the house, I don’t 

have elderly parents or anyone ill, so I’m reluctant to sign up to a 10 year deal with an 

expensive deal. 

DUGGLEBY: Indeed. But you say you’ve actually had a quote for a boiler, have 

you? 

MELODY: I have, from Valiant.  

DUGGLEBY: Yeah. 

MELODY: And then I contacted the Green Deal people and then they said that they 

wanted £120 for this assessment.  

DUGGLEBY: Yeah, the boiler obviously is quite expensive? 

MELODY: Well the boiler’s extremely old. As I say, it’s over 30 years old. 

DUGGLEBY: No the new one. The new one is what? 

MELODY: The new one is a condensing combi-boiler. 

DUGGLEBY: Yeah, combi-boiler. How much? 
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MELODY: £2,250, which is a very good price because it’s quite a bit of work. 

DUGGLEBY: Okay, well let me put this to Andy Deacon. This is a dilemma. First of 

all, will the Green Deal cover this because it’s very early days? 

DEACON: Yes, the Green Deal will cover that … 

DUGGLEBY: Right, so that’s one option. 

DEACON: … and any assessor who would come out should be able to tell you how a 

boiler replacement might fit within Green Deal. I would say shop around for 

assessors. You may not have to pay that upfront fee. Not all assessors are charging for 

doing that in the first place.  

MELODY: Oh really? 

DEACON: And just finally from me, there is some additional Government money 

that’s available at the moment through something called their cashback incentive. 

There’s funding in a pot to get people involved in Green Deal early on and your boiler 

replacement would qualify for a cashback payment that would help reduce the cost.  

DUGGLEBY: Who do you go to for that then? 

ROBINSON: Well it’s quite simple. When you have the assessment done and if it’s 

said yes, new boiler, price of new boiler, then it’s supplied during that process. You 

will get it, yeah. 

DUGGLEBY: Let me get this right. The choice that Melody has is either going to the 

supplier or going to the local man who’s going to install this boiler, getting the quote 

which is okay £2,250 for the boiler, whatever it costs to install. That’s one option, but 

of course it doesn’t carry any Green Deal facilities. 
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ROBINSON: Yeah. 

DUGGLEBY: Or you get the assessor in. Is that right? 

ROBINSON: You get the assessor in, get the assessment, get your new boiler that 

way, and then apply for the cashback because some of those cashback provisions are 

quite generous. And you can actually save. If you do a number of things, you can 

actually get cashback to just over £1,000. 

DUGGLEBY: Yeah. It looks, Melody, as though you’ve got to pursue the Green 

Deal option to see what is available. Whether you take it up or not is impossible for us 

to judge at this stage. But I think you should try it anyway. 

MELODY: Alright. Okay, thank you. 

DUGGLEBY: Right, now there was a question on the Green Deal about what 

happens on the inheritance factor. Some people are worried. Joe, can you help us with 

this idea of you know you get stuck with the previous owner who’s got the deal in 

there and then you’ve got to carry on paying for it regardless of what energy you use. 

MALINOWSKI: Yeah, I have reservations about that as well. I mean if I was 

looking at a property, one of the considerations would tend to be what am I obligated 

to? I mean I guess the energy bill these days in the context of UK property prices is 

not that significant and it gives you some kind of possible leverage. But it’s going to 

be a factor I think in people’s considerations as to whether they buy properties and 

what the long-term commitments associated with those properties are. 

DUGGLEBY: John in Newbold, I think actually I’ve anticipated your question that 

you were asking. 

JOHN: Yes indeed, that’s pretty much exactly what I was asking.  
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DUGGLEBY: Yeah, I mean are you tempted to go for the Green Deal yourself or is 

it a matter of your saying well I’m not going to go for it, but what if I end up with 

getting it whether I like it or not? 

JOHN: Sorry, I didn’t hear that. Could you say it again, please? 

DUGGLEBY: My point was that you’re asking not whether you should take out a 

Green Deal for yourself but rather what happens if you’re landed with it unwillingly. 

Can you kind of terminate it or pay it off or do something? 

JOHN: My question actually relates to I’m a first-time buyer and it relates to whether 

or not first-time buyers will be made aware of the burden of the repayments that come 

with the house they’re buying and whether that would actually negatively affect the 

value of a house potentially for someone taking out the Green Deal now … 

DUGGLEBY: Well if you’re a first-time … (John speaks over) If you’re a first … 

JOHN: Sorry, go on. 

DUGGLEBY: No, I was going to say if you’re a first-time buyer then quite possibly 

you’ll get a house that doesn’t need the Green Deal anyway if it’s a new build.  

JOHN: Well this is it. I mean it’s more a practical question about the Green Deal. I 

mean if you imagine my mother, for example, she uses a lot of energy and what might 

be a feasible loan under the Green Deal for her as an older person might not be a 

feasible Green Deal for me as a younger person who uses a lot less energy because 

I’m not as cold as her generally. 

DUGGLEBY: Okay. 

ROBINSON: Can I just make an alternative point? I mean yeah, I think you’re right, 

those are real concerns, but let me play it the other way round. If you are in a house 
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that’s been Green Dealed and it’s sort of 5 or 6 years down the line since being Green 

Dealed and comparing your house with one next door or next door to that, you will 

probably find that your energy bills are a lot less than that other house and it may then 

make it a much, much more attractive proposition because your energy bills are 

lower. 

DUGGLEBY: Can you pay … 

JOHN: That’s as may be, but my question remains: will future buyers be made aware 

of the burden of repayments that come with a house or will it be a case of they buy the 

house and then they get the energy bill and they find oh I’m actually saddled with 

these payments? Now, for example, if my mother had agreed to pay £80 a month 

Green Deal repayment for argument’s sake and then on top of that her energy bill, and 

I come in and my energy bill’s normally a lot lower, suddenly I’ve got an £80 bill 

before I even start. 

DUGGLEBY: Yeah sorry, John, you’re breaking up awfully badly and it’s extremely 

difficult actually to get the drift of some of what you’re saying. However, the 

principle of paying off the Green Deal if you don’t like it and don’t want it, that is a 

relevant question. Andy? 

DEACON: And the existence of a Green Deal will be made known to you at the time 

of purchase. 

DUGGLEBY: Because the solicitor has to. It’s part of the searches. 

DEACON: It will appear on the searches and the energy performance certificate for 

the property. 

DUGGLEBY: Along with all the other things they ask, yeah. 

DEACON: Absolutely, yeah. 
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DUGGLEBY: Right, okay, that’s that one. Now then, let’s just change direction a 

little bit and go to Tricia in Brundall. Tricia? 

TRICIA: Hello there, hello. 

DUGGLEBY: Your call. 

TRICIA: Yes. I’ve had solar power installed in December 2010 and I obviously let 

Npower know what my readings are every 3 months. The thing is that I missed the 

first one because they didn’t let me know what to do - rather inefficient - so it was 

June when I sent my first reading in, and it took them 60 days to pay me. Now that I 

find is absolutely unacceptable. I realise I’m very fortunate to have solar power. The 

second time again they didn’t receive my letter, so I had to ring and ask for the 

payment, please. But December worked very, very smoothly and I was given all the 

figures, which was fantastic, and that in fact worked in about 30 days. But even that, I 

feel is you know a little bit slow, but maybe … 

DUGGLEBY: Hang on a minute, Tricia. Thirty days for the amount of paperwork, I 

mean I’m not sure the panel would agree with you. I mean you’re not going to get it 

back in 7 days.  

TRICIA: No. 

DUGGLEBY: So is the system working? That’s the point, panel. Is it working? 

TRICIA: Yeah, it was just that Npower were just taking so long. 

DUGGLEBY: Yeah I appreciate that, but it’s obviously getting a little bit better. But 

are there any rules in the solar power feed-in tariffs saying how long you have to 

wait? They’re all shaking … 

TRICIA: Not that I’m aware, not that I’m aware actually - no. 
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DUGGLEBY: I’m looking at the panel. 

MALINOWKSI: Not that we’re aware, it would appear actually. I would say I think 

the difficulty you have with new developments in an industry which largely is, I 

would say, still challenged by change and still challenged by technical innovation is 

that things like this are made up as you go along and you need to rely on, I would say, 

the efficiency and the goodwill intent of your energy supplier to get moving on with 

it. I would say if you’re getting something in 30 days from Npower that’s actually a 

very good result. Sixty days might be stretching it. But you know the whole feed-in 

tariff market isn’t very well developed and you know our experience of energy 

providers are, even with developed markets, they still struggle. So I guess you know 

you’re going to have to persevere with this one would be my … 

DUGGLEBY: Can you move to another supplier and take your solar energy feed-in 

tariff with you? 

MALINOWSKI: Yes, but not easily, not easily. 

DUGGLEBY: I thought you might say that. And a similar sort of email. This is again 

about time and it’s Will who says that he’s just switched his energy provider, which 

he’s perfectly happy to do, but he says it seems to be taking an awfully long time. 

Now in his terms he thinks 28 days, which they’ve quoted, is too long, Ann. 

ROBINSON: Well actually if you’re having it switched in 28 days, that’s not too bad 

Will. 

DUGGLEBY: That’s what you say, but it’s not what Will says. 

ROBINSON: Yeah I know but - no, no. In fact suppliers are allowed up to 5 weeks to 

do the switch. 

DUGGLEBY: Thirty-five days. 
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ROBINSON: Yeah. So that’s the legal, that’s the regulatory requirement. In fact 

some companies manage it in 3 weeks, some are actually unfortunately taking longer 

than 5 weeks. So, yeah, unfortunately the processes aren’t all that simple. Things have 

to be checked. It shouldn’t be bothering you because the check should be done behind 

the scenes, so that at least as far as you’re concerned, you shouldn’t be hassled during 

that time. It’s just a simple matter that once you’ve done the switch, it should then 

happen and it should happen within 5 weeks. 

DUGGLEBY: A propos the last caller, Will goes on to simply say he was told off the 

record there were 7,000 unread emails on the supplier’s thing and it sounds like 

they’re a bit disorganised. 

DEACON: What I find interesting about this industry, particularly in light of recent 

experience from the likes that Will mentioned and others that we’ve experienced 

ourselves, is that there’s this little known piece of legislation that came out in 2011 in 

Europe called the Third Directive, which means that you need to be able to switch 

provider in any country in Europe within 3 weeks of the cooling off date. This 

became law in the UK in November 2011. Ofgem is supposed to be monitoring 

compliance of the systems to be able to do this; and from our experience of a 

switching site, we haven’t seen hardly any of the companies ready for this. Now this 

has been law for over a year. It should be taking a lot less than it is at the present time. 

And personally we can’t see why you shouldn’t be able to do 3 day switching. 

ROBINSON: Well you will be able to with smart meters. 

DUGGLEBY: Ah, smart meters. But when are they coming in? 

ROBINSON: Well exactly. Sooner rather than later, I hope. 

DUGGLEBY: Well yes, but we’re still talking about 4 or 5 years before they could 

be in any way … 
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ROBINSON: Well it’s meant to be starting in 2014, but who knows, yeah. 

DUGGLEBY: Starting, yes. Okay, right, we must move on now to Alistair in 

Kingston. Alistair? Hello Alistair? 

ALISTAIR: Hello. 

DUGGLEBY: You’re on air. 

ALISTAIR: Ah, right, that was quite quick. Sorry. Yes, I have a question about 

insulation. I have a semi-detached house and, as far as I understand, there is no cavity 

wall, and I’m wondering what the options are to insulate this either internally or 

externally and whether it’s financially worthwhile? 

DUGGLEBY: Yeah, I guess it’s a solid brick sort of 1930s semi kind of thing, yeah? 

ALISTAIR: Yes, that’s right. 

DUGGLEBY: Right, who can help with that? I think Andy will give you some 

advice on that. 

DEACON: Yeah, thank you. An interesting situation to find yourselves in, but, 

you’re quite right, there are both internal and external solid wall insulation systems 

that might suit and we’ve got some information available on the Energy Saving Trust 

website … 

ALSITAIR: Ah right. 

DEACON: … about those and how they work and the typical types of savings and 

the payback period that you might expect. 

DUGGLEBY: Is that a sort of dot and dab system with additional plaster or is it 
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battoned off or what? 

DEACON: It depends. There are all sorts of systems from internal kind of aerogel 

based products to external ones that are then kind of more render based and new 

products, new solutions appearing on the market all the time. 

DUGGLEBY: And can you give us some idea of roughly what Alistair would have 

to pay for a semi-detached - I mean assuming it’s 3, 4 bedroom, that sort of thing? 

ALISTAIR: Three bedroom, yes. 

DEACON: Yeah typical sort of semi-detached house … 

DUGGLEBY: Yeah typical semi. What sort of price? 

DEACON: … anywhere between about eight, nine and ten or eleven thousand 

pounds. 

ROBINSON: Well in that case, in that case … 

DUGLEBY: Green Deal. 

ROBINSON: … you’d definitely be better off on Green Deal because what will 

happen if you then get the Green Deal is that because normally people won’t be 

borrowing or having work done that costs more than £10,000 - and obviously yours is 

going to cost more than that - up to that amount is probably what you’re going to have 

to pay. But you will be topped up for free from this fund I have been talking about 

earlier, this Energy Companies Obligation which will do the top-up for you.  

ALISTAIR: I see, I see. 

ROBINSON: So it’s a big benefit for you, I’ll tell you. 
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ALISTAIR: It is, is it? I mean £10,000, it sounds like there’s got to be quite a lot of 

energy saving to get that paid back. 

DUGGLEBY: Andy? 

DEACON: I mean typically those systems can be very efficient and save you money. 

The other thing I would say is that you might want to go and have a look and see if 

you can find a home that’s had this system fitted and see what it looks like. There’s a 

network (if you are on the internet) called Old Home Super Home, and this is people 

who have had these kinds of works done and they open their homes up to the public 

so that people can come and look around. And I’d encourage you to do that, so you 

can take a look. 

ALISTAIR: Okay, yes. 

DUGGLEBY: Thanks for your call. 

ALISTAIR: Thank you very much. 

DUGGLEBY: We’ll take a couple of calls now. And listeners are upset about direct 

debits. Now one is Liza and the other is Piers. And fundamentally what they’re saying 

is they don’t really know where they stand over this direct debit. For example, Liza 

says she paid £109 a month. Then she built up a credit of £334 and asked for the 

money back. But she was told that “if we give you the money back, we’re going to 

increase your direct debit to £122”, so she doesn’t understand that. And Piers says 

that he was told to have a direct debit of £179 even though his energy usage over the 

previous year was £1,417, which was much less than the amount of money they were 

suggesting the direct debit. It seems a complete free for all. What do you say to that, 

Joe? 

MALINOWSKI: It’s a forecasting nightmare, that’s for sure, and I think one of the 

fundamental problems with the energy market is we don’t have real time metering of 
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what people use. It relies on estimated bills, it relies on estimated direct debits 

compounding that, and then there’s the issue of price changes between time periods. 

So if one or two of those variables go wrong and you build up a deficit, you’ve got to 

try and claw it all back and so you can have … you know we’ve had customers come 

back with some horrendous, horrendous changes in direct debit payments. 

DUGGLEBY: But you can challenge your payment … 

ROBINSON: Yes you can. 

DUGGLEBY: … by producing the evidence that you’ve only used this amount of … 

ROBINSON: You can, you can. I mean I always advise that if you’ve got a change of 

direct debit, then get the proper explanation for why it’s changing. Secondly, I worry 

about people being on direct debit, not paying enough attention to what’s going on 

and living with estimated bills for too long. It happens too often. People have 

estimated bill after estimated bill, then suddenly the meter’s read and - bang - 

suddenly they’re owing a lot of money. So I say if you’re on direct debit, don’t forget 

to send your meter reading regularly and that way you keep on top of it. 

DUGGLEBY: And keep a note of what you’re actually using even if you don’t get a 

bill. I mean I personally read the meters once a month, make a note of the reading, so 

at any given time I know how much energy I’ve used in the last year because if you 

say you’ve used this amount then they can hardly argue with you. Otherwise one of 

the reasons I got when they put it up, I said “I’ve used exactly what you thought I 

would do” and said, “So why are you putting it up?” and they said “Well because 

prices might go up” which I thought was a bit rich. 

ROBINSON: Yeah I know, I know. I know you do that, Vincent, because you once 

showed me your accounts going back about 40 years. (laughs) 

DUGGLEBY: Fourteen. But anyway you see my point. As Joe says, it’s not an exact 
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science. Right now then … 

MALINOWSKI: Actually it could be a lot better. I think a lot of this stems from the 

fact that we’ve had bad billing, we’ve had annual statements which have buried the 

real detail that people need, the simple stuff like how much energy do you use at the 

back rather than the front. And I think if you can turn that round and make it easy for 

people to understand what they’re using, they’ll understand their bill, they’ll pay 

attention to their bill, they’ll get the direct debit sorted out and a lot of these issues 

will disappear. 

DUGGLEBY: Right, now as you’ll expect we’ve had a lot of what I call generalised 

questions of tell us the best buys. Now can you do that for us? Joe, can you tell us? 

MALINOWSKI: Yeah well there’s a range of cheap deals on the market at the 

present moment. Invariably they are online, invariably they’re monthly direct debit. 

The best deal in the market overall is a discount energy bonus from SSE and it is 

exclusively available through price comparison websites actually. They’ve not made 

this available directly to the public. That comes in. But behind that there’s a range of 

equivalent products. First Utility have an iSave v14 and Coop very closely behind 

with their Pioneer dual fuel product. But one thing I would also point out, and this is 

kind of a bit of a change. I don’t know if people have heard of collective switching 

schemes. 

DUGGLEBY: Yes. Which? tried that, didn’t they, I think? 

MALINOWSKI :Which? tried one, but Manchester, Greater Manchester Council has 

just closed a relatively big one and for the first time we have seen a big six energy 

company participating with an existing tariff for which they’re offering cashback. 

Once you bundle it all up together for the first time people will actually be getting a 

fixed product without an exit penalty, which in half the country is going to be the 

cheapest tariff on the market. So I think that’s actually been … 

DUGGLEBY: That’s Manchester? 
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MALINOWSKI :That’s been in Manchester, but there’s a range of schemes going on 

at the moment. I mean there’s a bit of confusion as to who can participate in these, so 

we’ve actually posted on our blog a list of schemes that are going at the moment if 

people want to register for them. 

DUGGLEBY: Ann? 

ROBINSON: Well I was just going to say we at uSwitch are also involved in some of 

these collective switching schemes. But I wanted to just build on Joe’s point about the 

SSE tariff. It’s obviously dual fuel. 2015, so if prices go up your cost remains the 

same. And do you know what? That’s nearly £240 a year cheaper than the most 

expensive tariff on the market. So it’s well worth … 

DUGGLEBY: Having a look at it. 

ROBINSON: … searching out these best buys. Compare the market because you can 

do yourself a big favour. 

DUGGLEBY: Okay and you have your tuppeney worth, Andy. 

DEACON: (laughs) Thank you. Just to add to Joe’s point. I think it is well worth 

looking to see whether your local council is part of a collective switching scheme. 

There’s some particular Government money that’s gone in again to help them get up 

and pilot and run these things. Manchester is one of those, but if that blog’s there then 

definitely take a look. 

DUGGLEBY: Ann is one of several listeners who’ve just telephoned in saying when 

you were talking about the Green Deal, could you tell us specifically whether you can 

pay off a previous owner’s Green Deal balance when you buy a house without a 

penalty? 

DEACON: I know if you’re the person in the house and it’s got a Green Deal on it 
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before you move out, you have the option to pay it off. But there may be a financial 

penalty for doing that and a number of people have raised that as a concern in the 

media over the past few weeks. 

DUGGELBY: So you’re not locked in? 

ROBINSON: Even if you’re a new owner, you’re not locked in. 

DUGGLEBY: Right, okay. So you can, but be prepared for a penalty which may 

make it … 

ROBINSON: Yes. We don’t know how much the cost of redeeming it will be and it 

will depend on how much length of time, etcetera. 

DUGGLEBY: Okay. Now we’ve got the issue of warm home .. The Warm Home 

Discount has come up from several listeners. Maddy says she’s confused because 

E.ON said in one letter that the price of the fuel would increase to cover this 

Government led directive on warm homes. Then she went to another source and 

received an email saying the Warm Home Discount payments are met entirely by 

energy suppliers and not by the Government. Who is paying for what and am I getting 

a decent deal, Ann? 

ROBINSON: Well it is the energy companies who are paying for it, but they’re 

required to do this and the Government’s required them to do this. But what actually 

happened was that when some companies put their prices up last year, in order to 

justify their price increase they threw the kitchen sink at the reasons why, including 

this commitment, other environmental charges, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera. But it is a 

Government scheme, but the energy companies do pay. 

DUGGLEBY: But surely in the end the consumer pays? 

ROBINSON: Yes in the end we always pay, don’t we? It always falls on our bills. 
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(laughs) 

MALINOWSKI: It was a Government brokered scheme in Gordon Brown’s days, 

and every time you know a politician stands up with a great initiative, we’re all going 

to pay for it, and this is another one of those. 

DEACON: But I think it’s important to note that energy suppliers have been very 

quick to point the finger at the cost of environmental policies for energy price rises 

and it’s important to balance that off against the wholesale price of energy. 

ROBINSON: Yes it is. 

DUGGLEBY: Yes, it’s one of those things which, as I say, has come up in several 

forms. This one is one which says, ‘On the Warm Home Discount, warn your listeners 

that you must check with the supplier that you can actually get the warm deal with 

them because not all small suppliers do.’ 

ROBINSON: That’s right. I think that’s very important. 

DUGGLEBY: Yeah, so make sure. 

ROBISNON: Really important. Make sure. 

DUGGLEBY: Right final call - Hazel from Aberdeen, your call. Make it quick, 

please. 

HAZEL: Yes, hello there. I have another of these hard to treat homes like one of your 

earlier callers. In my case it’s an early timber framed house. We have an awful lot of 

this type of construction in Scotland. And I was looking at exterior cladding as a 

solution for my problem. I’ve actually had thermal images taken of the house with an 

infrared camera which is a really good way of revealing exactly where the house is 

losing heat. Now I went to one of these specialist companies, which incidentally has 
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done a lot of work for the social housing … 

DUGGLEBY: Hazel, we’re running out of time. You’re not going to get an answer. 

HAZEL: Sorry, I just wanted to ask about this interest rate of 6.9% that has been 

quoted. 

DUGGLEBY: Okay for the Green Deal. 

HAZEL: … which makes the deal absolutely impossible as far as I’m concerned. 

DUGGLEBY: Very quickly, 

ROBINSON: Well not necessarily because you could find yourself getting some top 

up from this Energy Companies Obligation, which will pay some of the cost for you.  

DUGGLEBY: Okay, well that’s where I’m afraid we’ve got to call a halt. But if you 

want to listen again, download a podcast or check an answer from the transcript, 

website: bbc.co.uk/moneybox is your first port of call. Thanks to Ann Robinson, 

Director of Consumer Policy at uSwitch; Joe Malinowksi from TheEnergyShop.com; 

and Andy Deacon, Director of Delivery at the Energy Saving Trust. Paul Lewis will 

be here with Money Box on Saturday at noon and Ruth Alexander will be taking your 

calls about mortgages on next Wednesday’s Money Box Live. 


